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as both are also naturally present in every man,   Tim h
best seen, according to my view, in the fact that the very
founder of the Megarian school, Euclid of Mqjura, estab-
lished an " All-unity " principle that stands immeasurably
above the individual and casuistic-   For he linked together
the Eleatic principle1 of the "existing" with the " gotxl ",
so that for him the "existing11 and the *{goodn were
identical,   Against  which  there  stood  only the   4< non-
existing evil ".   This optimistic ' all-oneness \ i,% of course
nothing but a generic concept of the highest order, one
that directly embraces the existing, but at the same time
contravenes all evidence, and this in a much higher degree
than the Platonic ideas,   With this concept Kuctid created
a compensation to the critical disintegration of the con-
structive judgment into mere word things,   ThSa all-in-one
principle is so remote and so vague that It utterly fails
to express the conformity of things ; it is no type at all,
but rather the product of a desire for a unity that shall1
comprehend the disordered multitude of individual things,
The desire for such a unity urges itself upon all who pay
allegiance to an extreme nominalism, in bo far as there
is an effort to emerge from the negatively critical attitude,
Hence, not at all infrequently we find in people of this sort
an idea of fundamental homogeneity that is manifestly
improbable and arbitrary.   For the inherency principle
as an exclusive basis is an impossibility*   Gomper« perti-
nently observes :
" That such an attempt will prove abortive in evary ue can
be foreseen. Its success was absolutely out of the mwtten in
an age that was destitute in historical undemanding, «nd in
which any deep insight into the soul was almost completely
i The Eleatic was a Greek school of
phanes of Elea about 460 b.c. Its fundamental docteo wii that a
One Absolute, pure Being is the only real existence j that th« world
of phenomena, or the many, is merely an appearance All atSiJS 2
explain it, therefore, are useless, [Translator]	"**«?«» *«

